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Use liquid mutual funds
A lot of investors who may have found old
high denomination notes as cash lying at
home have deposited the same in their savings bank accounts. As a savings bank offer
4% p.a. return on your money, it may be
prudent to look at moving all these additional funds into a liquid fund. This can be
done online or on a mobile app, if you are a
self directed investor or use the guidance of
a SEBI Registered investment advisor. Liquid funds now offer same day access to
your funds, a feature which was not available till recently. This means that by using
an app on your phone you could easily
invest excess available in your savings
account into a liquid fund. Exits from such
an investment are also easily done online
or through an app so that you could access
your funds the same day. As liquid funds
currently are generating returns in the
range of 6-8% range, investing in them
would make sense rather than leaving your
funds idle in a savings account.

Invest in sectors that will
benefit from demonetisation
The clear effects of demonetisation in the

short term seem to show that consumption demand has dropped. A drop in consumption demand may lead to a slowdown in the growth trajectory of the Indian economy for a few quarters. Nevertheless, we assume that the demonetisation
process will result in overall better
tax collections, due to shifting of the
unorganised businesses into the
formal banking system as well as the
expected unearthing of black money.
These additional inflows available to the
Indian government may mean steady
longer term growth for the economy in
general and for certain sectors in particular.
For example: One of the beneficiaries of
the enhanced government spending will
be the infrastructure sector. From the
additional funds collected from tax, the
Government is expected to spend on
infrastructure such as roads, rail, etc.,
which may make these sectors attractive
investment opportunities from a longer
term perspective of three to five
years. Investors could therefore
choose to invest in the infrastructure sector stocks
and/or mutual funds.
Another beneficiary
would be the banking
sector, as this sector
would receive a
lot of funds which
were lying as idle
cash in the millions of households in the
country. As of
now the estimated deposits
received by
banks is in the
range of Rs. 12
lakh crores. Let
us assume a
part of it goes
back as cash into
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THE CLEAR EFFECTS OF
DEMONETISATION IN THE
SHORT TERM SEEM TO SHOW
THAT CONSUMPTION DEMAND
HAS DROPPED. A DROP IN
CONSUMPTION DEMAND MAY
LEAD TO A SLOWDOWN IN
THE GROWTH TRAJECTORY
OF THE INDIAN ECONOMY
FOR A FEW QUARTERS.
NEVERTHELESS, WE ASSUME
THAT THE DEMONETISATION
PROCESS WILL RESULT IN
OVERALL BETTER TAX
COLLECTIONS

OPTIONS AFTER

DEMONETISATION
With the digital cash push that the Government of India is
suggesting to all citizens, it may be a prudent idea for
investors to look at ways of saving
digitally just as they are looking at
ways of spending digitally,
writes SHALINI
DHAWAN
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ver since November 8, 2016, when the
demonetisation was announced by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, a lot of
investors seem perplexed about their money
management, especially their cash management for regular needs. A lot of investors
who were used to keeping cash at home for
running their households are wondering if
holding cash is a good idea anymore or are
there other options available.
With the digital cash push that the Government of India is suggesting to all citizens, it
may be a prudent idea for investors to look
at ways of saving digitally just as they are
looking at ways of spending digitally. Currently there are a whole host of innovative
and new age ways of investing money,
whether for immediate or for long term
needs.
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the economy, even then the balance funds
should be available with the banks which
shall lead to softening of rates on both
deposits as well as lending rates in the
market, boosting growth of this sector.
Again here investors could buy into specific banks stocks or take a more sector
specific approach and buy into a banking
sector mutual fund or
an ETF.

Real Estate and Gold Assets
In India, gold assets are usually bought
with consumption use in mind. A lot of
demand for gold was funded by cash,
mostly during wedding purchases. With
demonetisation, gold demand has been
hit. This is evident by the slide in gold
prices. In fact in India, since we buy gold
in INR, but as a lot of the gold is imported,
prices of gold in India are also a function

of the INR/USD exchange rate. Since with
the announcement of the recent Fed hike,
the outlook on the INR/USD exchange is
not very favourable and higher US interest
rate tend to be negative for gold price, it
may not be suitable to invest in gold at
this point in time.
The residential real estate sector which
already had high inventories piled up, and
was showing signs of a slowdown over the
last couple of years, could also face
further demand pressure with the
announcement of demonetisation. Cash
tended to be used fairly widely especially
in secondary market purchases. With
demonetisation, investors looking to
invest in real estate may be better off
holding their purchases unless the purchase is for end use and cannot be
deferred.
Although the near team outlook for the
Indian growth story seems sluggish on
account of the temporary impact of
demonetisation, overall the measures
taken, coupled with other reforms initiated by the Government such as the real
estate sector reforms, GST and inflation
targeting by the RBI should ensure that
investors would have ample investing
opportunities in both equities and the
fixed income markets going further,
depending on their risk appetites and
investment horizon.
(The author is Co-Founder and Director of
Plan Ahead Wealth Advisors and can be
contacted on shalini.dhawan@planahead.in)
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RATRICARYA:
Food Habits and Conduct at Night

A

complete duration of 24 hours
including day and night is
referred to as one day. Hence
ratricarya is also a part of dinacarya.
After a whole day, rest at night is a
necessary requirement from the body.
Sleep is here under described first,
since the primary activity at night is
sleeping.
Sleep
It is commonly known that in order to
maintain good health, freshness and
high spirits, sound and adequate sleep
is crucial. After completing all tasks for
the day, the mind and body become
inactive due to fatigue and the sense
and motor organs are drained. All this
induces a desire to sleep. The state in
which the mind loses connection and
communication with sense and motor
organs, when they then become inert
and inactive, is called sleep. During
sleep vital processes like breathing and
blood circulation are automatically
continuously performed by the body
and the rest are suspended. Energy is
thus conserved, leading to recharging
the body strength. This accounts for
the high energy level and the feeling of
freshness and good health after a good
sleep.
Night time is most conducive for
sleep as the Kapha dosa in the body
and Tamas dosa in the mind helps to
induce sleep. The silence, darkness
and low temperature during the night
increases the level of these two dosas
in the body, leading to sound sleep.
Before sleeping, it is advisable to
switch off the television and keep the
telephone or mobile phones out of
the room or at a distance from the
bed. As far as possible, one should
sleep separately on different beds,
which is very essential from the point
of view of health. Ayurveda prescribes
to sleep early at night and to wake up
early in the morning because at night
the effect of Vata helps to induce good
sleep while early in the morning both
Vata and Kapha are prevalent which
helps in the proper elimination of
excretory wastes. Therefore, one
should wake up early in the morning,
as it keeps the mind exhilarated. The
body remains energetic, fresh and
enthusiastic. An early morning walk
in fresh air and a peaceful environment is very important to keep the
body healthy.
Types of sleep: Sleep may be of
two types
(a) Svapnavastha (state of dreams):
This is the state in which a person
dreams while sleeping and the

unconscious mind remains active,
engaged in thinking though randomly. This type of sleep is not sound
sleep and hence not relaxing. This
stage of sleep is important for memories to form.
(b) Susuptavastha (state of deep
sleep): In this state of sleep all sensory
activities of the body and mind are
suspended. Deep sleep for even a
short duration is extremely refreshing
and healthy. It reinvigorates both the
mind and the body. On the other
hand, even a long period of sleep in
the dream state fails to provide rest
and does not refresh the body.
Together with physical exertion and
fatigue caused by hard work, mental
peace (a mind free from anger, fear,
grief, sorrow, worry, tension and so
on) is absolutely essential to enjoy
sound sleep. Those who lack sleep
suffer from insomnia which causes
several mental and physical disorders.
Insomnia: Reasons and
Remedies
Causes for insomnia
1. Behavioral causes: Mental disturbances like fear, worry, sorrow and
anger; an uncomfortable bed or

resting place; excessive sattva guna
and low tamo guna; smoking; and a
natural tendency towards sleeplessness.
2.Physiological causes: Body aches
due to excessive physical exertion,
old age and ailments caused by Vata
aggravation such as shooting pains
and so on, and expulsion of dosas
from the head and body parts due
to diarrhea and vomiting.
3.Therapeutical causes: Blood-letting
therapy and too much fasting leads
to insomnia. Remedies to cure
Remedies to cure insomnia
1.Massage, application of ubatana
(medicated pastes), bathing and
pressing of limbs.
2.Intake of slightly oily foods, yogurt
and unpolished rice, milk and alcoholic drinks.
3.Mental peace and happiness.
4.Listening to music according to
one's interest.
5.Applying soothing ointments and
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pastes over the eyes, head and face.
6.Sleeping in a quiet and comfortable
place.
7.Inhaling aromas (perfumes or
scents) and adorning the room with
pleasing flowers.
"Brahmacaryaratergramyasukhanihsprhacetasah. Nidra santosatrptasya svam kalam nativarttate." (A. Sam. su. 9.66)
"Inclination towards celibacy and
withdrawal from sexual indulgence
and gratification keeps one away
from diseases related to insomnia."
Restrict day sleep
Sleeping during the day is harmful for
health as it increases Kapha and Pitta
dosa, which may result in disease. It
might cause headache, heaviness,
body ache, weak digestion, congestion in the chest, anorexia, vomiting,
nausea, inflammation in the nose,
itching, drowsiness, lethargy, blunting
of memory and loss of intellect, debility of sensory and motor organs and
several other related disorders such as
severe jaundice, blockage in various
body channels, fever, cough, throat
ailments, migraine and increased vulnerability to toxins. Hence, sleep in
the day is very harmful for health.
People who are obese, who take oily
foods in their diet, who suffer from
Kapha related ailments on account of
having Kapha prakrti, and those suffering from arthritis should not sleep
during the day time.
Exceptions
In summer, due to shorter nights and
loss of water from the body as perspiration, Vata gets aggravated, thus
sleeping during the day time in summer is not harmful. There are some
other conditions when sleeping during the day is not restricted. Sleeping
during the day is not contra-indicated
after rigorous music practice, studying, walking or consumption of alcoholic substances, while travelling,
after a lack of sleep at night, and after
being drained due to anger, fear or
sorrow. It is also recommended under
certain physiological conditions such
as suffering from weakness, fatigue,
thirst, hiccoughs, a weak constitution
during childhood and old age, and in
diseases such as tuberculosis, diarrhea, shooting pains, bronchial asthma, and suffering from trauma or
injury. Under such conditions,
strength of the body is improved by
sleeping during the day time and the
dhatus come back in balance. Aggravated Kapha dosa nourishes the
organs and increases the life-span.
(Excerpted from the book ‘A Practical
Approach To The Science Of Ayurveda:
A Comprehensive Guide For Healthy
Living’ authored by
Acharya Balkrishna)
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very single person in
the world has problems
– either of this type or
that type. And this is true for
every person who has lived!
Did you think that only you
have problems – and ‘others’
don’t have problems? Then,
this will come as a surprise.
But you must be thinking:
How come ‘they’ always look
happy and satisfied and
smart, while you feel so
unhappy on the inside? The
big news is this: it does not
mean that ‘they’ do not
have problems, but that
they have learnt to adapt
and adjust, to be comfortable in spite of the problems, to put the problems
in a corner of the mind and
not allow the problems to
dominate the mind.
Can everyone learn this
trick? Can you learn how to
take the problems in the
stride and be at ease even
in the middle of the problems? Yes, you can also
learn how to do this. It is
said – in a funny but true
way – that the trouble with
learning from experience is
that you get the exams
before the tuitions! How to
learn facing the problems –
while we are already in battle
with them? But it can be
done.
All of us get two categories
of problems: (1) “The bolt
from the blue” kind of problem. Such problems are sudden and unexpected. But
they are rare. (2) “The again
and again” kind of problems.
Most of our day to day problems belong to this category.
Everyone, typically has five
or six problems that keep
coming back again and
again. For example, office
pressures or interpersonal
problems at home, office or
in social circles. Most such
problems are related to frictions of different types of
personalities. If personalities
doesn’t change, such frictions will keep creating
problems. For example, consider different viewpoints
between husband and wife
or between parents and children or between in-laws. Or
consider interpersonal problems in the office. Such
problems typically keep
bothering again and again
and yet again. The majority
of our problems are of this
type.
One way of looking at it is
to think, “Oh, no! This prob-

lems is likely to trouble me
again and again.” The other
way of looking at it is, “If I
know such as a problem is
going to come – in advance –
then I can be ready for it,
ready to tackle it in a much
better way. By knowing that
a particular problem is going
to come, I get a chance to
prepare myself for it.” And
this ‘anticipatory preparedness’ is what this article is
about.
By anticipating and by

Are you

READY
to face
your next

PROBLEM?
By anticipating and by preparing for
problems, we can tackle them in a better
way, writes DR SHRIRANG BAKHLE
preparing for the problems,
we can tackle them in a
much better way. The best
time to prepare is when
there is free time, when you
are not in an emotional turmoil already. The first step in
this is to write down and
make a list of all the problems. Writing is such a useful
activity. It helps to crystallise
our thoughts, so that we can
understand the problem
much better.
For example, K.P., an
employee of a company had
some unpleasant experiences in his office. Gradually,
he came to detest going to
the office. But he could not
exactly explain why he was
unhappy about the office. He
said it was the atmosphere
in the office. When probed
further, he said, it was office
politics. When I suggested
him to write down his problems, his thoughts started
becoming clearer. It was the
unhealthy competition
between him and some
other colleagues that was
actually encouraged by a
crafty boss. The boss would
constantly praise his col-

leagues (and competitors for
the promotion), while
demeaning him - apparently
to prod him to give better
performance in sales.
When he started writing
down the problem, the picture became clear. Now it
became easy for him to
know what to do. Could he
change the boss’ brain? No.
Could he leave the company? No. But he could see
through the boss’s gameplan
and mentally be ready for it.
K.P. was basically a smart
person. So he decided
beforehand and mentally
prepared himself for the
boss’s next needling. He told
me later that by understanding his boss’s personality and
by being ready for it, he can
now keep his cool when
meeting the boss.
This is being ready for the
next problem. If the problem
is a recurring problem, then
either we can dread the
problem, or we can mentally
be ready for the challenge.
Many of the domestic problems are of the recurring
type. For example, teenager’s
tantrums and parents’

shoutings. Anger leads to
revenge leads to more anger
leads to more revenge and so
on. Preparing mentally
beforehand can help to minimise such problems. For
example, suppose a parent
realises that s/he is overreacting to the child’s
tantrums. When the parent
is alone and calm, s/he can
decide and practise a better
emotional response – as
compared to the typical
angry outburst. Such mental
visualisation and rehearsal
helps a lot to give a better
performance when the situation arises. “I will be cool, I
will be cool – even if the
child is throwing his/her typical tantrum!”
All of us are smart enough
to know what is the best or
most appropriate response
to any situation. But if we are
going decide what to do at
the spur of the moment, in
the middle of the turmoil,
then we may not give our
best. This is where anticipatory preparation helps.
If we are able to control our
reactions, generally the
result of the interaction is
better. The outcome is better. But even if the outcome
is not as good as we wanted,
we can remain more cool
and calm as a result of the
mental preparation.
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